
Thank you for participating in Summer 7s Saturdays!

Time Management Tactics:

● Have the captains do Rock, Paper, Scissors for Kick-off
● Referee will have a team talk just before each team’s first game and then its captains only
● Be on the sideline ready to play at halftime of the game before your scheduled kick off
● Time off will only be for major stoppages (such as trainer on the field) Running clock otherwise.
● You forfeit the game if you do not have your team on the field later than 1 minute after scheduled kick off.
● Clear the field as soon as the final whistle is blown. Shake hands off the field, hug your ref off the field.
● 50/22 and goal line dropout does not apply in 7s

Games:
● 14 Mins 2 halves/2 mins half time.
● Under 12 Novice will be non-competitive scrums
● Game ends once the ball is dead, knock on, forward pass or in touch. We will not end on a penalty unless we are way

behind schedule, or the referee does so in error.
● If it is a tied game at full time: Please just report the score on your score sheet, rankings will be managed by

tournament management team.

Yellow cards:
● 2 mins long
● Two yellow cards in the same game is the same as red. They are out of tournament UNLESS one of the yellow cards is

for a team infringement in which case it is just out for balance of game
Red Cards:

● Out of the tournament. Unless it is second yellow card as a team yellow card rather than a yellow card for a second
offense by the same player

Rosters:
● Team must have 6 players minimum, 5 players is a forfeit

Zero tolerance for referee abuse from Parents/ coaches/ supporters. Coaches are responsible for their sidelines. Please review
your Code of Conduct for more information.

Coaches/Parents/Supporters are not to engage with Youth Referees other than to let them know they did a good job. If you have
a concern, please address it with the referee trainer out of the presence of the youth referee.

Please ask your sidelines to respect the referee, especially the youth referees.


